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Saturday, December Fifteenth 
Two thousand one 
Ten-thirty a.m. 
Halenbeck Hall Gymnasium 
St. Cloud State University 
COMMENCEMENT 
SCSU TRADITION 
1871 graduate Alfretta Van Valkenberg, a member 
of the first class of the Third Normal School (later 
St. Cloud State University), recalled years later the 
vivid memory and dramatic impact of her com-
mencement: "I felt all of life was open to me and I 
could tread (life's) paths with a firm and reliant 
tread." 
The environment on this campus has changed 
significantly since Alfretta received her diploma. But 
the one-building teacher training school where she 
received her higher education has something 
important in common with the comprehensive, 
sprawling university on the Mississippi River that 
has earned a national reputation for excellence: It 
continues to arm students with the knowledge, 
experiences and skills to transform their lives. It 
continues to provide an atmosphere where learning 
from the past enriches planning for the future. 
There truly is a tradition of excellence and 
opportunity for all St. Cloud State students. 
The Third Normal School's first principal, Ira 
Moore, and the State Normal Board displayed the 
foresight and progressive spirit that remains evident 
on this campus today Those first leaders started 
building "a nucleus of a library that will in time 
meet all the needs of the large institution this is 
MARKS RENEWAL 
OF EXCELLENCE 
destined to become." Last fall the magnificent 
235,000-square-foot James W Miller Learning 
Resources Center opened and quickly became the 
hub for study, research and discussion on campus. 
Sharing a proud tradition 
With that first commencement, which took place 
131 years ago in a small church building that still 
stands south of Coborn's on Fifth Avenue, a proud 
tradition was begun. Thousands of students in years 
to come would commemorate through this 
ceremony the academic and practical knowledge 
they had gained to prepare them for a career and 
for life. They would be reminded of the issues they 
had explored and the opinions they had formulat-
ed. They would celebrate the friends they had met 
from different backgrounds and diverse cultures. 
Today's graduates are the latest to benefit from 
the tradition of excellence and opportunity that 
Alfretta Van Valkenberg and all those in between 
discovered at the Third Normal School and its later 
incarnations, St. Cloud Teachers College, St. Cloud 
State College and St. Cloud State University 
For Alfretta and her peers, becoming a teacher 
was the only option. Now this highly-accredited 
university offers over 100 undergraduate and 45 
OF 
AND OPPORTUNITY 
graduate programs in a wide variety of career fields. 
While the campus has evolved into five colleges 
plus graduate and continuing studies programs and 
enrollment has grown to over 15,000, St. Cloud 
State remains a place where students come to be 
transformed. Then and now students receive an 
affordable, high-quality education -- and a bridge 
to a profession. Then and now students gain the 
confidence to "tread (life's) paths with a firm and 
reliant tread," as Alfretta so aptly wrote in her trib-
ute. 
At this commencement we salute Alfretta and 
all the graduates who followed -- especially those 
we gather to pay tribute to today Whether they 
are the first in their families to cross the 
commencement stage or are becoming one of an 
increasing number of second or third-generation 
SCSU alumni to benefit from St. Cloud State's 
traditions, all share this once-in-a-lifetime 
accomplishment with the families and friends 
whose support helped bring them to this day 
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FACULTY LINE LEADERS 
MARSHALS 
ANNOUNCER 
ST CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY 
SONARE STRINGS 
SONG LEADER 
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER 
THERESIA G FISHER, Associate Professor 
Computer Science 
BASSEY A. EYO , Professor 
Communication Studies 
THERESE SHEEHAN, Professor 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Sport Science 
PHILIPPE D COSTAGLIOLI , Associate Professor 
Foreign Languages and Literature 
MARLENE R. DEVOE, Associate Professor 
Psychology 
MARY ELIZABETH GLADE, Assistant Professor 
History 
JACK F MCKENNA, Professor 
Chemistry 
HAROLD F RISK, Professor 
Health , Physical Education, Recreation and Sport Science 
PAULA S WEBER, Associate Professor 
Management 
R. BRUCE HYDE , Professor 
Communication Studies 
BRUCE W WOOD, Conductor 
Associate Professor, Music 
J HUGH GIVENS , Professor 
Music 
KRISTA M. DILLMAN 
*PROCESSIONAL MUSIC 
SCSU Sonare Strings 
WELCOME 
*MUSIC 




SCSU Sonare Strings 
PRESENTATION OF THE 
GRADUATING CLASS 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
FACULTY ASSOCIATION 
REMARKS 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION REMARKS 
*MUSIC 




SCSU Sonare Strings 
* Audience please stand 
PROGRAM 
Roy H. Saigo, presiding 
Ruth K. Meyer, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Steven L. Ludwig, Vice President for Administrative Affairs 
Nathan Church, Vice President for Student Life and Development 
"LARGO, from Xerses" 
by George Frederick Handel 
ROY H. SAIGO, President 
"AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL" 
by Samuel Ward, arranged by Carmen Dragon 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
The Honorable JIM LUOMA, Vice Chair 
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Board of Trustees 
''JIG, from St. Paul's Suite" 
by Gustav Holst 
RUTH K. MEYER, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
ALI R. MALEKZADEH, Dean, College of Business 
JOANE W McKAY, Dean, College of Education 
ROLAND H. SPECHT-JARVIS, Dean, College of Fine Arts and Humanities 
A. I. MUSAH, Dean, College of Science and Engineering 
RICHARD D LEWIS, Dean, College of Social Sciences 
JOHN C. BURGESON, Dean, Continuing Studies 
DENNIS L. NUNES, Dean, Graduate Studies 
KRISTI M. TORNQUIST, Dean, Learning Resources and 
Technology Services 
ROY H. SAIGO, President 
THERESIA G FISHER, Associate Professor of Computer Science 
Faculty Association President 
KATHLEEN K. MOONEY, Professor of Accounting 
Alumni Association President 
"UNIVERSITY HYMN" 
by Harvey Waugh and Amy Dale, professors emeriti 
arranged by professor emeritus Roger L. Barrett 
(Words are found in the back of the program.) 
ROY H. SAIGO, President 
"CONCERTO IN A MINOR" 
by Antonio Vivaldi 
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UNDERGRADUATE ANNA CHRISTINE DEUSTERMAN 
HARUMI ITZUKA 
Roseville St. Cloud 
• KIM LEE DONABAUER SARAH LU JACOBSON Magna Cum Laude Duluth Richmond MATTHEW PETER JAUNICH Bachelor of Arts JENNIFER CHRISTINA DORSCH Delano Chicago, Illinois DAWN LYNN JOHNSON 
SYLVIA WAGIH ALEXANDER JENNIFER MARIE ENGLUND 
Crystal Rosemount 
Harmony 
ERIK EVERETT ANDERSON TREVOR MICHAEL EVANS 
HILARY ANNE JOHNSON 
St. Paul 
Amery, Wisconsin Hutchinson 
JASON M. ANGELL JOHN DAVID FALLDORF 
NICOLE RAE JOHNSON 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
Summa Cum Laude 
Bemidji Hutchinson 
AMANDA SUE ANKENMAN 
St. Cloud 
KELLIE E. FEDDER BRIDGET KATE KEARNEY 
Pine City Virginia 
JOSHUA MARK APPLEQUIST 
Minnetonka 
JOHN PATRICK FINNEGAN JENNIFER LYNN KENDRICK 
Fridley Cum Laude 
KELLY LYNN BAHN 
Delano 
JULIE MARIE FRESHWATER Osceola, Wisconsin 
St. Joseph MICHELLE C. KINNEY 
HANNI LYNN BAUGH 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
JESSICA RAE GALLANT Cum Laude 
Little Falls St. Cloud 
KELLY CHRISTINE BAUMANN NOLBERTO ELIAS GALVEZ MEGAN DAWN KIVI 
Magna Cum Laude 
Champlin 
Sauk Rapids Ponsford 
MALGORZATA EWA B~ DNARClYK 
DANIEL PAUL GARSCIA JENNIFER LYNN KOELLN 
Cum Laude 
North St. Paul Litchfield 
Krakow, Poland STEPHANIE S. GRAHAM TIMOTHY ANDREW KOUPAL 
SAMUEL MICHAEL BLUM 
Magna Cum Laude Anoka 
Crosby 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin BRANDIE JOY KOVALESKI 
ERIC LEE BLUMKE 
REBECCA JANE GRANT Cum Laude 
t. Cloud 
Renville Lake Nebagamon, Wisconsin 
MELISSA LYNN BOWERS 
KELLIE KAY GRETSCHMANN ERICA CHRISTINA KRUEGER 
Summa Cum Laude 
Aitkin Magna Cum Laude 
Willmar CARRIE ELIZABETH GULLICKSON 
Welcome 
AMY C. BRAEGELMANN 
Rogers YUKI KUMAGAI 
Waite Park TROY MATTHEW GUNDERSON 
Eisai, Aichi, Japan 
HOLLY ANN BRISK 
Deer River RHONDA DIANE .LANDWEHR 
Little Falls VALERIA ROSE GUSSE 
Magna Cum Laude 
JENNIFER SOON MEE BRUMBAUGH 
Bloomington Kimball 
St. Cloud THERESE M. HAFFNER DAWN MARIE LEEMAN 
SARAH LENORA CALIGUIRE 
Sartell Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude HEIDI ELAINE HALL 
Becker 
South St. Paul New Brighton I-CHUN LIN 
MEGHAN JANINE CARLEY LAURA NOEL HAMPSON 
M agna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
Taiwan, Republic of China 
ELLEN MAUREEN CARLSON St. Cloud 
NICHOLAS JASON LOEHLEIN 
Bismarck, North Dakota DANA LYNN HANSON 
Rice 
TERESA RAE CARRIVEAU Cum Laude 
KRISTA MAE LOFGREN 
Hopkins St. Cloud 
St. Francis 
JENNIFER ANN CHAMFER REBECCA KAYE HANSON 
ALISON BRIANA LUOMA 
Roseville Summa Cum Laude 
Ramsey 
MARY THERESA CHRISTENSEN 
Ham Lake LEAH DANAE MAHLOW 
Summa Cum Laude ISAIAH MARSHALL HARRIS 
Lake Lillian 
Maple Grove Brooklyn Park CHERITY L. MATTER 
RYAN LEE CONDA ANGELA MARIE HAUGE 
Cum Laude 
St. Joseph Delano Clearwater 
RANDALL WARREN CRUMPLER RYAN MARK HAYES ASHLEE ANN MCLAIRD 
Cum Laude Stewartville Cold Spring 
Roseville LON E. HELIGAS ANGELA M. MCMAHON 
MARNEY BETH CURFMAN Sioux Falls, South Dakota Stevens Point, Wisconsin 
Cum Laude IRENE SARAH HOLLAHAN LISA NICOLE MEHTALA 
Hunter, North Dakota Burnsville Superior, Wisconsin 
MINH CONG DANG CONNIE JEAN IHDE PHILLIP LEE MEISNER 
Apple Valley Andover Lakeville 
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CYNTHIA ANN MILLER IVY LEE SCHMIDT KIMBERLY ANN VLAISAVLJEVICH 
Milbank, South Dakota Renville Eveleth 
KUMIKO MITSUTA THEODORE JOHN SCHNABEL BETH A. VON HOLTUM 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Worthington 
Fukuoka, Japan Andover RYAN JAMES WATE14ND 
ASUKA MIZOBUCHI NICOLE JEAN SCHRODEN Breckenridge 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude ADAM LOUIS WEBER 
Ishikari-City, Hokkaido, Japan St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude 
STEVEN PATRICK MOHS BRADLEY ALAN SCHULER Long Prairie 
Sauk Rapids St. Cloud KATHERINE' ELIZABETH WEDEL 
NATSUKO NAGASHIMA BRANDY DAWN SCHULTZ Cum Laude 
Aomori, Aomori, Japan Waseca Aitkin 
ANDREA MARIE NELSON TYLERJOHN SCHULTZ DAWN MARIE WEED 
Shoreview Rochester Cum Laude 
EVEL GASTON NEOCLEUS SAMUEL TODD SCHWABE Becker 
Nicosia, Cyprus Alexandria STEFANIE JANE WEIDALL 
MICHAEL JAMES NOREEN CHAD THOMAS SEVRE Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Ramsey Circle Pines 
Eagan TROY WILLIAM SIEMS TESSA JANE WEIDMAN 
CHRISTINA ANNE NYGAARD Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park Rochester Parshall, North Dakota 
REBECCA KAY OLSON RYAN LEE SLONEKER SARAH CASSIDY WENZEL 
St. Paul St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Rochester 
FANG LING 001 MELINDA S. SOTA 
Georgetown, Penang, Malaysia Cum Laude MARCI ANN WICKLUND-DAHLBERG 
KISA MARIE OPP St. Cloud 
Hudson, Wisconsin 
Oakes, North Dakota ERIC KENNETH SPEAR KRISTI KAYE WILHELM 
LAURA MARIE PEIFER Milton, Massachusetts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Eden Prairie HOLLY JESSICA STANG 
Maple Grove 
ERIN NICOLE PETERSON Cum Laude 
DIANA WYNNE WILLIAMS 
Elk River Clear Lake 
Summa Cum Laude 
JENNIFER LYNN STORLIE 
Cottage Grove 
NICOLE MARIE PINGLE DANIELLE CHRISTINA
1
WILLIQUETT 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Roseville Rochester 
Plymouth 
JOEL DONALD PLOEGER ERIC JOHN SWENSON 
MICHAEL BRUCE WILSON 
St. Cloud Northfield 
Plymouth 
SANDRA LYNN PSYCK AIRA TAKAHASHI 
TROY PETER WOLTMAN 
Royalton Cum Laude 
Little Falls 
GRANT RANDALL RADKE 
Tokorozawa, Saitama, Japan BRETT EDWARD WONDRA 
CHIEW FEI TAN Edina Viroqua, Wisconsin 
Summa Cum Laude KELLY LYNN WRAY 
BRANDON THOMAS RICHARDS St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
Anoka 
JILL MARIE THEISEN Spring Lake Park 
CRAIG AMBROSE ROOB St. Cloud KOKI YAMAMOTO 
St. Joseph 
SIEW PENG THEOH Kyoto-shi, Kyoto-fu , Japan 
JOSHUA WAYNE ROSVOLD Cum Laude WEI PENG YONG 
Baxter Kedah, Malaysia Cum Laude 
MICHELLE MARIE ROTHFORK BENJAMIN JOSEPH THORNTON J ohor, Malaysia 
Foley Pine Island KATIE MARIE BECKMAN ZARNS 
DANA MATHEW SAEGER MICHAEL LOWELL THORSEN Swanville 
Osseo Fergus Falls 
MEGAN RENEE SAHR ANDREW A. THYEN 
Magna Cum Laude Waite Park Bachelor of Elective Studies Pine City 
TAKUSHI UEDA MICHELLE ANN ALEXANDER TOMOMI SAKATA St. Cloud 
Cum Laude Glenwood 
Sakai, Osakajapan LISA LEE VAJDL AMY LYNN ANDERSON 
Chisholm 
AARON FREDERICK SANDERS Atwater 
Minna polis JILL MARIE VANVOORST TAFHEEM Vl BARI 
MICHAEL LAWRENCE SCHIESSL 
Worthington Cum Laude 
St. Cloud RYAN CHRISTOPHER VAUGHN St. Cloud 
JAMIE BROOKE SCHILLING 
Coon Rapids BIBECK BASNET 
Litchfield ANDREA KAY VINKEMEIER Kathmandu , Nepal 
Glencoe 
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JILL ANN BILLINGS MALINDA KAY TATGE HERFITA AGUSTIANDARI 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude St. Cloud 
CHAD MICHAEL BOSL Clara City RASHED AHMED 
Sartell DEV BIKRAM THAPA St. Cloud 
PAUL DANIEL BRAN_STAD St. Louis Park YUKO AKATSUKA 
Owatonna PATRICK IRVIN TORGRIMSON Noshiro-City, Akita, Japan 
SCOTT MATTHEW BRYANT Magna Cum Laude MOHAMMAD MAHBUBUL ALAM 
Brooklyn Park Ashby Dhaka, Bangladesh 
SCOTT WILLIAM DAVIS SY NICOLAS VANTHAVONG SIMON FREDERIC ALVER 
Glenville St. Charles Cum Laude 
MARC STEPHEN DOHERTY JERRI ANN VOLK White Bear Lake 
Plymouth Summa Cum Laude MICHAEL ALLEN AMIC 
NADINE TERESA ELLER-KOSLOSKE 
Elk River St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude STACY LYNN WICKSTROM DARIN WILLIE AMUNDSON 
St. Joseph Austin Cum Laude 
KRISTINE L. EVERETT JENNIFER PRIMUS ZENZEN Kerkhoven 
Richmond Cum Laude CARRIE M. ANDERSON 
CHAD JOHN GIESER 
Avon Grand Rapids 
Blue Earth CHARA SUE ANDERSON 
PATRICIA JOYCE HINKEMEYER Magna Cum Laude 
Princeton Bachelor of Fine Arts Alexandria 
MD SAIDUL HOQUE IQBAL SHEILA RENEE EVENSON 
DOUGLAS JOHN ANDERSON 
St. Cloud St. Cloud 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
SANDRA ROSEMARY JOHNSON DANA LYNN HANSON 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
JENNIFER NICOLE ANDERSON 
Hutchinson St. Cloud 
Summa Cum Laude 
Willmar 
ALLAN W KARKI KRISTOFFER ANDERSON HOLMGREN 
Sartell Magna Cum Laude 
JENNIFER LEIGH ANDRES 
DANIEL RAY KELLY Clear Lake 
Summa Cum Laude 
Randall 
Big Lake ANDREW KYLE LARSON 
MICHAEL JOHN KLOSbWSKI Magna Cum Laude 
NICOL EILEEN ANNIS 
Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Bloomington St. Cloud 
Little Falls ANGEL MARIE ROFFERS 
HEATHER ANN KUMMET Cum Laude 
ANDREA KOLBINGER ANTHONY 
Cum Laude 
Fargo, North Dakota Stillwater Big Lake 
CHRISTINE MARY LEISER SARA M. SHRODE 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
KATIE ANN AUER 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria Osakis Holdingford 
JESSE ALLEN MARQUETTE NATHAN C. SIEVERS 
Alexandria Stillwater 
TIFFANY BERNICE BABICH 
Cum Laude 
TIFFANY SHAY MESSERLI Hibbing 
Hutchinson AMANDA LEIGH BAKER 
THOMAS MOORMAN Bachelor of Music Alexandria 
Melrose 
REBECCA KAYE HANSON AARON J BALLMAN 
ELANGOVAN MURUGAIYAN Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Glen Cove, New York Ham Lake Sartell 
CHAD JON NOLTE DWIGHT THOMAS BALLOU 
Spring Valley Randall 
SAIYID NOORUL HUSAIN RIZVI Bachelor of Science MELANIE BETH BANAL 
Minneapolis Chisholm 
MERCI ANN MALLORY SAND 
ANGELA JEAN MORTON 
RYAN ALLEN BARGENDER 
Browerville 
Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elk River 
ERAN FRANKLIN SANDQUIST 




SAMAR J BAS NET 
PAUL SCOTT SCHULTE Waite Park 
St. Cloud 
Rogers 
JEGADES KUMAR ACHAPPAJ:)J 
CHRISTOPHER BRIAN BAUCK 
ROBERT WALTER SHELTON Klang, Selangor, Malaysia 
Magna Cum Laude 
Little Falls Pierre, South Dakota 
LAURIE LYNN ACKERMAM 
ROBIN M. BAUER CHARLES ROBERT SWANGER Atwater 
Magna Cum Laude Chanhassen 
Sartell 
ARUNA ADHIKARI 




MOHAMED H. BAYDAR AHMI KIM BUCHTEL EMILY JEAN CONNELL 
Sana'a, Yemen Spicer Cum Laude 
KELLY ANN BECKER JESSICA AMBER BUER Coon Rapids 
Maple Grove Willmar ALISSA LEE COOPER 
BENJAMIN RICHARD BECKMAN AMANDA MARIE BURCHETT Magna Cum Laude 
Dassel Buffalo Watkins 
RACHEL ANN BECKSTROM RYAN MATTHEW BUSCH JONATHAN PETER COOPER 
St. Cloud Mounds View Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
MALGORZATA EWA BEDNARCZYK SHEILA KAY BUSSINGER BRYAN THOMAS CREMEEN 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Little Canada 
Krakow, Poland Blue Earth GRETCHEN KAY CROWLEY 
AMANDA JO BEHM BRADLEY A. BUTALA Osseo 
Cum Laude Brainerd JENNIFER LEA CURRIER 
Atwater STACY SUE CAPES Cum Laude 
SENAIT BELETE South Haven Mahtomedi 
Glendale , California 
KATHERINE J CARLETON HEATHER MARIE CZYCALLA 
ANGELA MARIE BENTZ Burnsville Magna Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park 
HEATHER MARIE CARRUTHERS 
Grove City 
ELIZABETH KATHLEEN BERGAN Summa Cum Laude SAMANTHA ANN DAHL 
Bloomington Willmar Magna Cum Laude 
SHANNON MARLENE BERTEK PAMELA ANN CECKO 
Montevideo 
Isanti Little Falls JACQUELYN NICHGJLE DALE 
KATI D BERWALD Cum Laude EMILY LOU CERVIN 
Glencoe Ramsey 
Maple Grove 
MONICA SHARON BEUTZ SHEE CHING CHANG 
BENJAMIN TODD DANIELS 
Milaca Johor Bahru , Malaysia 
Slayton 
RAJDEEPBHATTACHARYYA WADE A. CHAPMAN 
HEIDI KIRSTINE DANIELS 
St. Cloud Albert Lea 
Montevideo 
STEPHANIE LYNN BIENIEK 01 SHONG CHOK 
NICHOLAS DUANE DAUER 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Springfield 
Little Falls Tawau, Sabah, Malaysia COREY JOHN DAVIDSON 
DEREK JOHN BINIEK CHUN-YIN CHONG 
Andover 
Magna Cum Laude Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia TROY DANIEL DAVIDSON 
Upsala Cum Laude 
LAI CHUN CHOW Oakdale ADAM JOSEPH BISTODEAU Hong Kong 
Elk River 
JUSTIN W CHRISTENSEN 
KHALID S. DAWOOD 
KEANE WILLIAM BJORKMAN Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
Cum Laude Glencoe MARK RIDGEWAY DECKER 
Stillwater Hutchinson 
USA MARIE €HRISTENSEN 
CRAIG ALLEN BLACK Cum Laude ANTHONY JON DEHN 
Apple Valley Andover Elk River 
PAUL THOMAS BOESER STEPHEN JON CHRIS.TIANS NICHOLAS ANTHONY DELISI 
Brooklyn Park Cum Laude Fridley 
LAURA R. WEGENER Herman LAURA CHRISTINE DERNER 
Cum Laude 
JOY MICHELE CHRISTIANSON Maple Grove 
Elk River 
Magna Cum Laude DEBBIE LYNN DETERMAN 
WYATT JON BORSHEIM St. Cloud St. Cloud 
Wheaton 
GALVIN GUAN HUI CHUA ROBYN MARIE' SMITH 
TANYA MARIE BOSL Cum Laude Grand Rapids 
Sauk Rapids St. Cloud KEVIN DINH 
ROBERTA JO BOTTELBERGHE JILL CHRISTINE CIHLAR St. Cloud 
Minneota Magna Cum Laude TIMOTHY MICHA:EL DISINSKI 
KATHLEEN A. BOUDREAU Carlos Zimmerman 
Blaine MINDY MARIE COCHRAN BRANDON CRAIG DOBBERTIN 
DONNA R. BRADSETH Monticello Albert Lea 
Cum Laude SCOTT MILLER COLBY 
Delano Braham 
JACOB DAVID DOMBROVSKI 
Bayport 
CYNTHIA JEAN BRANDEL JACQUELINE. MAECAROL COLEMAN KELLY CARLENE DONAHUE Marine Magna Cum Laude Brooklyn Park 
AMANDA MAY BRANDT Kansas City, Kansas 
Onamia ANGELAJOY COMEE 
JANE ANNETTE DULLUM 




MICHELE MARY DUMONCEAUX JACLYN KELLY FITZHARRIS MILISSA ANN GOURLEY 
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Foley St. Cloud Elk River 
JAMES GREGORY DUTCHER KELLI JANE FLEISCHACKER JESSE BURDETTE GRABER 
Cum Laude Winsted Worthington 
Eagan JEFFREY MICHAEL FLOM JOHN WILLIAM GRAN 
JESSICA ANNE DUVAL Hastings Kettle River 
Perham WALIYA FLOWERS ANDREA LEE GREENING 
ERIKA LYNN ECKBERG Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Kennesaw, Georgia Woodbury 
Fergus Falls AMANDA L. FOSS HOLLY MARIE GREGOR 
BRIAN JAMES ECKER Foley Magna Cum Laude 
Plymouth JUDY ANN HAMMOND FOURNIER 
Hutchinson 
JEFFREY ADAM EHALT Cum Laude JENNIFER JO GRIFFIN 
Ramsey Albany Magna Cum Laude 
Lakeville 
JE NIFER L. EISENBERG BRYAN LAWRENCE FRANKLIN 
Summa Cum Laude Hamel CARISSA BETH GROSLAND 
Plymouth LUKE ALAN FRATZKE 
Magna Cum Laude 
EUNICE EYITAYO ELEGBE Cold Spring 
Elk River 
St. Cloud JASON DOUGLAS FREMSTAD 
LONNY GEORGE GROSS 
Cum Laude 
KELLY MICHAEL ELSON Cum Laude Hillman 
Cum Laude Woodbury 
St. Cloud NICHOLAS CHARLES FROST 
GINA M. GROS-SO 
Rochester 
TADAEL EMIRU Maple Grove 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia JESSICAH K. WILHELM 
KELLIE JO GROVE 
Cum Laude 
JASON ARTHUR ENGH Magna Cum Laude Willmar 
Lakeville Litchfield 
DAMMARBAHADURGURUNG 
JILL CAROLYN ENNEKING KELLY JANE GAHLON St. Cloud 
Amery, Wisconsin Willmar 
KARMA YESHI GURUNG 
CHEL MICHELLE ERICKSON JACQUELINE ANN GANGLER St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
BRAD ROGER GUSTAFSON Fridley New Hope 
Cum Laude 
JODY ANN EVANS KARLA DONNA GEHRKE White Bear Lake 
Maple Plain Sauk Rapids 
JASON M. GUSTAFSON 
HEATHER A. EWERT JOHN PAUL GERADS New Richmond, Wisconsin 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude' 
JOSEPH ANDREW HAEFNER Sebeka Sartell 
Madison Lake 
SETH ADAM FAIR FISIHAASFAW GETAHUN 
ASHLEY ELIZABETH HAFNER 
Hastings Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Slayton 
CHASTITY LESALLE' FARLEY MARKE. GEVING 
SCOTT ALAN HAGEN 
Summa Cum Laude Eagan 
Pine River 
Apple Valley AMER GHIA~ 
SHAUN KRISTOPHER HAGGBLOOM 
TODD ROBERT FARRIS Summa Cum Laude 
Chanhassen 
Grand Rapids St. Cloud 
LORALEE MARGARET FEDA JEFFERY H. GIBSON 




MICHELE LYNN (SCHLIEF) FERNHOLZ DANIEL GLENN GIEROK 
SALLY ANN HALLINGSTAD 
Glenwood Eagan Turtle Lake, North Dakota 
JOSHUA JONATHAN FIEDLER GENA ERIN GILBERTSON MEGAN ANNE HALVERSON 
Waite Park Clinton, Wisconsin Cum Laude 
KIMM. FINK WILLIAM LEA GILB.ERTSON Ham Lake 
Magna Cum Laude Blaine JOSEPH VERNON HALVORSON 
Sauk Rapids JASON ANDREW GILLETT Cum Laude 
STEPHANIE JO FINK Cum Laude Ellsworth, Wisconsin 
Chaska St. Cloud JULIE ANN HANAUSKA 
JASON ALLEN FISCHER JENNIFER IRENE GOEBEL Albany 
Fergus Falls Cum Laude ROBERT TERREL HANGARTNER 
JILLIAN M. FISHER St. Paul Byron 
Cum Laude JOSHUA A. GOERG,EN KATHERINE ANN HANSON 
St. Francis Ortonville Rice 
KRISTA LEIGH PETERSON FISHER ERICA LYNN GOHMAN LISA CHRISTINE HANSON 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Buffalo Long Prairie Blaine 
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ROBERT LEE HANSON MARILYN J . HUKRIEDE MOHAMMAD ANISUL KABIR 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Pine City Baxter St. Cloud 
CASEY ALLEN HASBARGEN JENNIFER A. HULTIN G FLORENCE RICHARD KAPELLA 
Cum Laude St. Michael Waite Park 
Menahga KENNETH JOHN HUMPHREY SUNANDAN KAPOOR 
KANARA HA/SE Magna Cum Laude New Delhi, India 
Chiba , Chiba, Japan St. Peter KATHERINE SUZANNE KAPPES 
RYAN PATRICK HAUENSTEIN KHRISTOPHER CARL HUWE Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Alexandria Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Eagan CHAD A. IMKER PARASURAM KAPRI 
NICHOLAS DAVID HAUGEN Cambridge St. Cloud 
Benson MCKENZIE LEIGH IRGENS JON JEFFREY KASSULKE 
LAURA JEAN HAWKINSON Appleton Buffalo 
Brooklyn Center 
JENNIFER JEAN JACOBS RACHEL JADE KATHMAN 
CHRISTINE LYNN HAYNE Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Vadnais Heights St. Cloud Slayton 
BRIAN THOMAS HEAVER NICOLE RENEE JANSEN MITHA RA11 KC 
Eagan Cum Laude Cum Laude 
GREGORY P. HEDMAN Mosinee, Wisconsin Minneapolis 
Detroit Lakes ANITA LOUISE JARVIS JEREMY S. KEATING 
MELINDA A. HEINEN Magna Cum Laude San Jose , California 
Magna Cum Laude Big Lake JULIE ANN KELLERMAN 
Rice VERITA KAYE JENSEN Cum Laude 
HEIDI MARIE HEMMESCH Magna Cum Laude Oak Grove 
Summa Cum Laude Mora LARS ANDREW KEPLINGER 
Paynesville ADAM CORY JENSON Marquette, MI 
TARA SUZANNE HENKEMEYER Sauk Rapids MAKAYLA A. K;EPPEL 
Magna Cum Laude BRIAN KENNETH JERVE Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids Montevideo Elk River 
PAUL MICHAEL HENN BROCK EARL JEWETT DESIREE LYNN KERFELD 
Janesville, Wisconsin Waite Park St. Cloud 
SUE A. HENNESSY JESSA LYNN JOHANESON KOK SOON KHO 
Summa Cum Laude Delano Sarawak, Malaysia 
Glenwood City, Wisconsin 
DAWN LYNN JOHNSON AMY SIEW SIEW KHOO 
BRENDA JO HERUBIN Harmony St. Cloud 
Cold Spring 
JOSHUA R. JOHNSON JEFFREY JAMES KIFFMEYER 
ARON M. HILL Dassel Wanamingo 
Minneapolis 
KATHRYN ~NN JOHNSON JULIE ANN KIMMES 
KATIE JOY HILLER Brainerd Cum Laude 
St. Francis Sauk Rapids LEE MICHAEL JOHNSON 
KARL WILLIAM HILLSTROM Duluth MARY KATHLEEN KIPKA 
St. Cloud 
Shoreview NATHANIEL STEVEN JOHNSON 
AARON JOHN HINDERER Cambridge STEPHANIE MARIE KIRKPATRICK 
Fridley 
SUSAN M. JOHNSON Buffalo 
KRISTA JO HINTZ Cum Laude JULIE CAROL KLAPHAKE 
Cum Laude 
New Hope New Brighton 
Champlin 
TERRANCE DION JOHNSON WILLIAM ROBERT KLEIN 
KARA JANELLE HIPPE 
Willmar Clearwater 
Summa Cum Laude 
Starbuck ZACHARY RAYMOND JOHNSON RENEE G. KLEIN-HERGES 
DAVID R. HOAGLUND 
Cambridge Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude BRENT WILLIAM JONES 
St. Cloud 
Eagan Mora KIMBERLY MARIE KLdSKIN 
DAVID JOHN HOEFS MARY M. JORDAN 
Cum Laude 
St. Cloud Elk River 
St. Cloud 
KACI LEE HOLBROOK ANUJAJOSHI JASON CHARLES KLUVER 
Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Clara City 
Brainerd St. Cloud SEAN DONAVON KNUDSON 
KRISTIN DAWN HUDYMA HARIJOSHI Rockwell City, Iowa 
Prior Lake St. Cloud JENNIFER ANN KNUTSON 
ANN MARIE HUIZEL CYNTHIA RAE JUNK Brooten 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude MELINDA ANN KOCH 
Eagan Coon Rapids Sioux Falls , South Dakota 
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VEE HONG KONG ANWAR LIE RHONDA MARECK 
St. Cloud Magna Cum Laude Albany 
KRISTA A. KOSHIOL St. Cloud JAMIS PAUL MARKS 
St. Cloud PAUL W LILIENTHAL Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
BRADLEY JOHN KOVALESKI Glencoe DAVID KEITH MARLATT 
Lake Nebagamo1;-, Wisconsin HOCK LIN LIM Cottage Grove 
THOMAS KOWALKE Johor, Malaysia BRIDGET ANN MARQUETTE 
Brainerd MELISSA LEE LINK Cum Laude 
JAMES ALAN KRETCHMER 
Cambridge Maple Lake 
Coon Rapids KARA MARIE LINZ STACIE MARiE MARQUEZ 
CHRISTINA LEE KRIZ 
Cold Spring Cum Laude 
Cum Laude MATHEW MICHAEL LIPP 
Maple Grove 
New Hope Aberdeen, South Dakota AMANDA]. MARTINSON 
JOHANNA KROGSRUD JOAN MARIE LQEHR 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Princeton 
Appleton Apple River, Illinois JODI ANN MAXEY 
KRISTY JILL KUEBELBECK MELISSA ANN LOEW 
Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Askov 
St. Michael 
St. Cloud ERIC M. LOHSE BRANDIE M. MCCRAY 
TERI LEE KUPERUS Windom 
Maple Grove 
Sartell DANA MARIE LORENZEN TRACY JEAN MCGUIRE 
ALISON KAY KUTZER Lakeville 
Plymouth 
Summa Cum Laude CINDA LARAE LOVATO 
JAMIN LEE MCKENZIE 
Bismarck, North Dakota Thief River Falls 
Hugo 
WAI-SAN KWAN CINDY M. LUNDGAARD 
JOSHUA MARK MEIER 
Taman, Sabah, Malaysia Ellworth, Wisconsin 
Prior Lake 
JESSE SCOTT LABODA DARYL KEVIN LUNDIN 
JESSICA ANN MELCHER 
New Hope Summa Cum Laude 
Madison, South Dakota 
YIT LIM tAM 
Litchfield DARYL DANIEL MENNEN 
St. Cloud REBECCA MICHELLE LYNN 
Summa Cum Laude 
JILL MARIE LANNERS 
River Falls, Wisconsin Sauk Rapids 
Pierz JUSTIN THOMAS LYSEN 
JULIE KAY MEYER 
RICHARD JASON LAPORTE 
Magna Cum Laude Circle Pines 
New Brighton 
Hibbing NICOLE LYNN MEYER 
KYLE ERIC MACKENZIE Winona 
APRIL ANN LARSEN Eden Prairie VONI L. MEYER 
Maple Grove 
KELLY JO LATZKE 
RICHARD MARK MAGNUSON Summa Cum Laude 
Apple Valley Wadena 
Rosemount 
AMY S. MAGNUSSON ERIC DAVID MILLER 
MATTHEW A. LAWSON Delano Milaca 
Maple Grove 
SHOVAMAHAT ERIC JAMES MILLER 
ANTHONY STEPHEN LAXEN Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Winsted Kathmandu , Nepal Champlin 
ALANJ LEE MIGUEL ANGEL MAIRENA-TENORIO JACKIE M. MILLER 
Blue Earth St. Cloud Summa Cum Laude 
MING KWAN LEE JEREMY D MAISCH 
Motley 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude JENNIFER ERIN MILLER 
Hong Kong Champlin Freeborn 
NYUK-MUI LEE CRISTINA MARIA MANEA JESSICA L. MILLER 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Atwater 
St. Cloud Sauk Rapids MATHEW ROY MILLER 
NATHAN LEE LEHMAN CHARLES BOYER MANN Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Richfield Mabel 
Edgar, Wisconsin CARRIE LYNN MANSUN REBECCA MARIE MILLER 
NICOLE MARIE LEINGANG Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Elk River Shoreview Sauk Centre 
HAI LIANG LEONG ANGELA MARIE MANTHE 
STEPHANIE LOUISE MILLER 
Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Waseca 
Ramsey 
MATTHEW ALAN LEUER DENIECE MARIE MARCHIAFAVA 
JEREMIAH DOUGLAS MINKEL 
Loretto Magna Cum Laude 
New London 
CHRISTINA MARIE LEVITT 
Coon Rapids LAURA JEAN MOLITOR 




NICHOLAS JACKSON MONROE KIMBERLY M. NISTLER RINA C. PERTZBORN 
Mahtomedi St. Cloud Madison, Wisconsin 
PHILLIP ANTHONY MORIN MICHAEL KEITH NOREEN BRENDAN AHREN PETERSON 
Brooklyn Park Anoka Anoka 
CONSTANCE A. MORRIS BRIAN ROSS NUTTER DAVID ANDREW PETERSON 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Ramsey 
St. Cloud Minneapolis JASON MARVIN PETERSON 
JENNIFER RAE MO,SACK CYNTHIA ANN O'NEILL Isanti 
Cum Laude Fargo, North Dakota 
LEEANN CONSTANCE PETERSON 
St. Cloud JASON WILLIAM OBERG Minneapolis 
ANGELA SHAWffMOY Summa Cum Laude 
NICHOLAS ADAM Pl.ACE 
St. Cloud Harris Summa Cum Laude 
PATRICK] MUEL1:-ER, JR. KARIE JO OKAN Farmington 
Magna Cum Laude Princeton 
CHARLOTTE ANN PLOUGH 
St. Cloud DAVIDS. OLBERG Summa Cum Laude 
MANDY BETH MULTERER Minneapolis Woodinville, Washington 
Marshfield, Wisconsin ANDREW JOHN OLSON JILL RENEE POLLARD 
SCOTT JOHN MURRAY Dayton Maple Grove 
Staples JENNY LEE OLSON BRYCE JASON POLUS 
SHELLY LYNN MURSCHEL Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Elk River Pine River Apple Valley 
LAURA JEAN MUSKE KARLA JANE OLSON DANIEL ALLEN POMERLEAU 
Cum Laude Cum Laude Elk River 
St. Joseph St. Cloud 
ANGELA RAE PRENTICE 
JACQUELINE M. MWAKIDEDI DONNA MARIE ORBECK Alexandria 
St. Cloud St. Cloud 
BRAD ERIC PRICE 
JEFF DAVID MYHRE JOANN M. ORTMAN Cum Laude 
Rochester Cum Laude Woodbury 
NATHAN GARRET NAKAMA 
Collegeville 
STEPHEN G. PUGH 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin STEPHANIE JO OSTERMAN Excelsior Cum Laude 
ANTHONY ROBERT NATHE Onamia JILL SUZANNE PULLIS 
Magna Cum Laude 
ANN MARIE OTTO Cum Laude St. Cloud 
White Bear Lake Champlin 
ANDREA MARIE NELSON 
MELANIE LYNN OTTO HEIDI MARIE RADTKE Shoreview 
Winsted Cum Laude 
CYNTHIA LYNN NELSON 
TIFFANY LYNN OTTO 
Mosinee, Wisconsin 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude MELANIE IRENE RANDALL Maple Grove 
Milltown, Wisconsin Cum·Laude 
DOREEN M. NELSON Milaca 
Cum Laude JEREMY GARY PALMER 
JAMES ROBERT RANGE Cum Laude Hector 
Atwater Crystal 
JOSHUA GENE NELSON 
ANKURJACOB GOMES PALTON MOHAMMAD SHEFAT RASHEED Magna Cum Laude 
Dhaka, Bangladesh St. Cloud 
St. James 
SHREVE LANDIS PARSLEY NICOLE OMIE REDFIELD 
PAULA JON NELSON 
Richfield Magna Cum Laude 
Cotton 
DANIELLE JOLENE PATRICK Watson 
ANNIE MARIE NEWVILLE 
Aitkin CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL REINECCIUS 
Cum Laude 
KAREN SUSAN PAULSON Princeton Fairmont 
Magna Cum Laude LUCAS AARON REITAN 
KIM-HENG NG 
Sauk Rapids Red Wing 
St. Cloud 
SUMMER D PAULSON CHRISTINE DENISE RICHTER 
LING LING NG 
Detroit Lakes Magna Cum Laude 
St. Cloud 
NICHOLAS MARK PAULY Bertha 
ANGELA N NGARUIYA 
Chaska DAN CHARLES RICK 
Congers, New York 
CRYSTAL MAY fAUTZKE Watkins 
HIEU KHAC NGUYEN Cum Laude JODI LYNN RIISAGER St. Paul 
Springfield Magna Cum Laude 
STUART A. NICHOLSON LAURA MARIE PEIFER St. Francis 
Lake Elmo Eden Prairie JANELLE ANN ROBERTS 
STACY LEIGH NIETZ ZACHARY MICHAEL PENDOWSKI Summa Cum Laude 
Brooklyn Park Campbellsport, Wisconsin Hibbing 
NIKOLAI VI. NOKOLOV BEN JOSEPH PEPPER TRISH DIANA ROEHRL 
Clear Lake Mounds View Albany 
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BETTY A. ROGERS JOSEPH P SCHULTE ANNA SORTLAND 
Magna Cum Laude Redwood Falls Summa Cum Laude 
Onamia DANIEL JACOB SCHUMANN Annandale 
SUSAN LOUISE ROGERS Summa Cum Laude · ANDERS GUSTAV SPIKE 
Summa Cum Laude Rice Magna Cum Laude 
Sauk Rapids JESSICA ELISE SCUTERI Annandale 
SCOTT C. RONGtIEN Summa Cum Laude BRENDA LEE SPRINGER 
Madison St. Cloud Cambridge 
MARGARET KAY ROPP MICHAEL JOHN .SEMEJA LISA KAY SPRINGER 
Little Falls Cum Laude St. Cloud 
AMELIA MARIE ROSE Minneapolis SHAUN PETER STAGE 
Magna Cum Laude MICHAEL D SERIE St. Paul 
Rapid City, South Dakota Maple Grove 
HOLLY JESSICA STANG 
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT ROSSINI CLINTON J. SEUL Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Coon Rapids Clear Lake 
St. Paul 
KATIE V RUDER 
JESSICA M. SEXTON JULIE DIANE STANGL 
Cum Laude 
Janesville St. Cloud 
Worthington NABIN SHARMA CHRISTOPHER JAMES STAVROS 
LEIMANRUSLI 
Bharatpur-10, Chitwan, Nepal Plymouth 
Magna Cum Laude CHRISTOPHER T. SHEA AMANDA MARIE STEABNER 
Sumatra, Utara, Indonesia Rochester Rice 
NICHOLAS KIP RYDBERG KEISUKE SHIMAMURA TIMOTHY MARK STEFANSKY 
Pine City Fridley Cum Laude 
LISA MARIE SAND MOLLY BETH SHIMANSKI Columbia Heights 
Avon Silver Lake MELISSA JAYNE STEPINSKI 
WILL GERARD SANDSTAD SABIN LAL SHRES"THA Esko 
Cum Laude St. Cloud JOSHUAJOHN STEWART 
Eden Prairie CHERK-PUNG SIAH Cushing 
DAVID JAMES SANDVIG Waynesboro, Pennsylvia WILLIAM W STEWART 
Summa Cum Laude FAISAL AHMED SIDDIQUI Magna Cum Laude 
Aberdeen, South Dakota Rawalpindi , Pakistan Waite Park 
KATHI LYNN MENDEL SAUERER TIMOTHY JAMES SIGSTAD TOBY PAUL STILLSON 
Magna Cum Laude Northfield Fridley 
Sartell 
KIMBERLY MARIE SAUERER 
LAURIE JEAN SIMON JOSEPH THOMAS STITT 
Avon 
Plainview Apple Valley 
STACY MARIE SCHAEFER 
NEAL ALLEN SIMONEAU KRISTIN MARIE STONER 
Paynesville 
Elk River Summa Cum Laude 
Hutchinson 
KIMBERLY J SCHEEL ERIKA NICOLE SIMONS 
Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
HEIDI JANE STUMPF 
St. Cloud Crosby 
Cum Laude 
JENNIFER M. SIMS)NSON Pierz DENISE MARIE SCldERR 
KIM MARIE SWANSON Bismarck, North Dakota Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello Summa Cum Laude 
KARA MARIE SCHIL[IN G Robbinsdale 
Little Falls SARAH JESSICA SINDELIR 
MICHAEL T. SCHMIDT 
Baudette ANDREW DAVID SWEDBERG 
Magna Cum Laude MIRANDA SJOBERG 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brainerd Willmar 
Fergus Falls 
MICHELLE RUTH SCHMIDT GREGORY SCOTT SJOSTROM 
ERIC ALLEN SWENSIED 
St. Cloud Pelican Rapids 
Maple Grove 
DAWN TERESA SCHMITZ BRIAN MATHEW.SMITH 
KHENG-HUI TAN 
Wheaton Avon St. Cloud 
ERIN RUTH SCHNEIDER KARI JEAN SMITH SHIN-YEE TAN 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude 
Lindstrom Oronoco Batu Caves, Selangor, Malaysia 
STACEY LOU SCHOENROCK MICHELLE ANN SMUDE AMY THERESA THEIS 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Lake Elmo St. Cloud Cold Spring 
MARK WILLIAM SCHRADER JEFFREY WAYNE SOBIECH BENJAMIN WAYNE THELL 
Magna Cum Laude St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Plato 
JESSICA ANN SODERHOLM 
Otsego 
JOSEPH ALAN SCHULTE Alexandria MATTHEW ROBERT THEN 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Sartell NICOLE KATHRYN SORENSEN St. Paul 
Delano 
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KIMBERLY JO THESING ADAMJAMESWALDACK YIAU-FAH WONG 
Summa Cum Laude Bloomington Senai, Johor, Malaysia 
Little Falls THOMAS W WALKER JAIME LYNN WOODS 
DANIEL THIAM Summa Cum Laude Avon 
Cum Laude Waite Park CHERYL ANN WYATT 
Sibu, Sarawak, Malaysia MARJORY J. WANDERSEE Summa Cum Laude 
ALLISON NOELLE THOEN Magna Cum Laude Blaine 
Cum Laude Delano YASUHIRO YAMADA 
Blooming Prairie JOSHUA LAWRENCE WASHNIESKI Cum Laude 
RICHARD JEFFERY THORSON St. Cloud Mito, Ibaraki, Japan 
Cum Laude DONALD WAUNA WEI PENG YONG 
Eagle Bend Kimball Cum Laude 
ANGIE MARIE TILUS ERIK DUWAYNE WEAVER Johor, Malaysia 
Cum Laude Waite Park HOON YOO 
Buffalo 
SAMUDRA SOHASHINIE WEERATUNGE St. Cloud 
LANCE EDWARD TINKLENBERG Colombo, Sri Lanka REACHEL MARIE YOUNG 
Worthington 
JEREMY L WEESTRAND Cum Laude 
PETER CARL TORSSON Orono Princeton 
Summa Cum Laude JULIANA SANDY ZABLOCKI 
Angeviken, Sweden SARAH ANGELA WEINAND 
Summa Cum Laude Little Falls 
COREY ROGER TRAMM Royalton KARLA LA-RAE ZECK 
Cum Laude Brainerd 
St. Cloud ANGELA MARIE WELLER 
Cottage Grove DARON MATTHEW ZIERDEN 
TRACY M. TSCHIDA Melrose 
Cum Laude 
DUSTIN C. WENZ 
St. Paul St. Cloud STEPHANIE MARIE ZYCH 
SYED JAMAL UDDIN 
SARAH CASSIDY WENZEL Cameron, Wisconsin 
St. Cloud Cum Laude 
Rochester 
AARON J . UECKER 
BRADLEY RYAN WESTPHAL Associate in Arts Austin 
Alexandria LEAH JOY ASKEGMRD 




Summa Cum Laude DIANNA SUE BELSHEIM 
Buffalo Ogivie 
MAKOTO URANO 
Yao City, Osaka, Japan CHRISTY MARIE WEYER .MATTHEW THOMAS-BOSMA 
Cum Laude Hutchinson 
JASON JOHN URBAN Rice OLIVIA BUDHIOKO Cum Laude 
Biscay AIAI WIDJAJA St. Cloud 
TIMOTHY MARK UTNE 
Surabaya, Indonesia CHELSEY PATRICIA CASH 
Cum Laude JEREMY JON, WIELAND Fort Ripley 
Eden Prairie Cum Laude DEBRA D EVENS 
New Ulm Summa Cum Laude JENNIFER LEE VICKSTROM 
Cum Laude 
KRISTI LYNN WILDER Becker 
Isanti Magna Cum Laude JENNA R. FEELA 
SHI REN ARSHAN VIJIASIN GAM 
Apple Valley St. Cloud 
Magna Cum Laude 
DIANA WYNNE WILLIAMS JOHN MICHAEL FRITZ 
Penang, Malaysia Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
COREY WAYNE VILHAUER 
Cottage Grove, Wisconsin Mayer 
Cum Laude 
BRIAN ALAN WILSON JAMILA MAE GEMEI 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota Rapid City, South Dakota St. Louis Park 
HANH VO DEBRA SUSAN WIMMER THADDEOUS JAMES HABIGER 
Oakdale Cum Laude St. Joseph 
Randall 
JANELLE LINN VOGEL ANDRE' LAWRENCE HANCE 
Kimball SARAH ANN WIMMER St. Cloud 
BRANNON SCOTT VOLKART 
Albany 
JODY LYNN HANSEN 
Cum Laude 
STEPHANIE AMBER WINIECKI Circle Pines 
Plymouth Hugo ALAN ROBERT HENDERSON 
AMANDA CATHARINA VONWALTER NATHAN JOHN WINTER Cum Laude 
Minnetonka Brooten Moorhead 
HEATHER MARIE VOS£ 
CRYSTAL MARIE WOLFGRAM JENNIFER LYNN HESCH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Monticello Cum Laude 
Minneapolis MICHAELE. WONG Sauk Rapids 
KYLE M. WAHLIN Cum Laude MATTHEW MICHAEL KAY 
St. Cloud St. Cloud Rosemount 
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CHRISTOPHER ALLAN KUSCH 
Bowlus 
TRACY MARIE KLUG 
Rice 
NOELAN R. LANGE 
Milaca 
PAUL DAVID SADOSKI 
St. Cloud 
LINDSEY CHRIS SCHMITZ 
Spicer 
JENNIFER LIN VANANTWERPEN 
Dassel 
HEATHER MARIE WALZ 
Summa Cum Laude 
Princeton 
ERIK EUGENE WILSON 
Waite Park 
THE ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic cere-
monies goes back to the Middle Ages, when long-sleeved, hooded 
gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. 
Academic costume is at present worn in the United States by per-
sons taking part in academic ceremonies in general, at commence-
ment ceremonies, at baccalaureate services, and at various inaugu-
ration ceremonies. 
GOWNS 
The bachelor's gown is a relatively simple kind falling in straight 
lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic 
is the long pointed sleeves. The masters gown is similar, except 
for the sleeves. The doctors gown is an elaborate costume marked 
by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well as by 
three bars of the same material on the bell-shaped sleeves. 
HOODS 
The greatest degree of symbolism is shown by the hood. Under-
graduates here do not wear the hood. The hood has velvet edging 
which indicates the area of specialization. The inside of the hood 
is satin and indicates by its color the college or university which 
granted the degree. St. Cloud State University's colors are deep 
cardinal red and black. 
CAPS 
The square "Oxford cap" or mortarboard of serge or broadcloth 
with a stiff crown is worn for most degrees. The tassel that hangs 
to the side is switched from the right to the left when the degree is 
awarded. 
TASSELS 
The color of the tassel indicates the degree: asso~iate (blue), bach-
elor of arts (white), bachelor of elective studies (yellow gold) , 
bachelor of fine arts (white), bachelor of fine arts and music 
(pink), bachelor of science (yellow gold), master of arts (white), 
master of business administration (brown), master of science (yel-
low gold), and specialist (blue) 
HONOR CORDS 
The color of the honor cord indicates the level of academic 
achievement: Cum Laude (red), Magna Cum Laude (silver), and 
Summa Cum Laude (gold) 
ACADEMIC DISTINCTION 
Students who accomplish a high level of academic achievement, 
as reflected by their grade point average, receive distinction as fol-
lows. 
Grade Point Average: 
3.25-3 49 Cum Laude 
3.5-3 74 Magna Cum Laude 
3 75 or higher Summa Cum Laude 
NOTE. Since programs are prepared in advance of the receipt of final 
grades , the listing of graduates and award recipients may, in some 
instances, be inaccurate. Also , in addition to GPA, there are minimum 
credit requirements to graduate with honors. The fact of graduation and 
the receipt of honors are validated by the students' permanent records 
which are kept by the Office of Records and Registration. 
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BANNERS AND FLAGS 
The commencement ceremony as a whole affirms the value of 
learning to society, recognizes the cooperation of many people, on 
and off the campus, who have contributed to the learning enter-
prise and, above all, celebrates the effort and achievement (sym-
bolized by diplomas, degrees and dress) of the graduates them-
selves. 
UNIVERSITY SEAL 
The university seal was created in 1957 by James Crane, a former 
instructor in the art department, and Robert Meyer, class of 1953 
The seal was designed after the institution changed its name from 
St. Cloud State Teachers College to St. Cloud State College. The 
institution became St. Cloud State University in 1975 
Figures on the seal are evergreen trees, Stewart Hall, the Mississip-
pi River, and the sun. The trees suggest our northern geographic 
location, Stewart Hall was the main building on campus at the 
time the seal was created, the river from which our campus 
extends represents permanence and change; and the sun symbol-
izes light, learning and knowledge. The four points on the border 
of the seal stand for all directions from which graduates go forth 
to serve the state, the nation, and the world. 
COUNTRY FLAGS 
The flags on either side of the university seal banner represent 
countries which host St. Cloud State University study-abroad pro-
grams: China, Costa Rica , Czech Republic, Denmark, England, 
France, Germany and Japan. Additional flags on display represent 
the home countries of international students graduating today 
:tviore than 800 international students from over 60 countries 
attend St. Cloud State University We especially welcome to St. 
Cloud the families of graduating international students. 
COLLEGE BANNERS 
The college banners are carried in by faculty marshals represent-
ing each of the five undergraduate colleges of the university Merle 
Sykora, professor emeritus of art, designed the colorful banners 
depicting the College of Business (drab) , College of Education 
(light blue, lemon, sage green) , College of Fine Arts and Humani-
ties (white, brown crimson, pink, silver gray, dark blue), College 
of Science and Engineering (orange, golden yellow) and College 
of Social Sciences (citron, copper) 
THE MACE 
The mace originated as a staff or club used in the Middle Ages for 
breaking armor. It evolved into a ceremonial symbol of authority 
used in legislative bodies, universities, and other governmental 
units. 
The university mace was created by David Landwehr out of the 
white cedar flag pole from Old Main which was built in 1875 and 
razed in the late 1940s. The carved designs on the mace head 
which are decorated with gold leaf symbolize the five undergradu-
ate colleges of the university and were created by Merle Sykora, 
professor emeritus of art. 
NO SMOKING is allowed inside the building. 
SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 
MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Honorable Will Antell 
Bayport 
The Honorable Andrew Boss 
St. Paul 
The Honorable Nancy Brataas 
Rochester 
The Honorable Mary Choate 
Bloomington 
The Honorable Daniel Caborn 
St. Cloud 
The Honorable Dennis Dotson 
Mankato 
The Honorable Ivan F Dusek 
Willmar 
The Honorable Robert Erickson 
Bloomington 
The Honorable Robert H. Hoffman 
Waseca 
The Honorable Jim Luoma 
Cohasset 
The Honorable Lew Moran 
Minneapolis 
The Honorable Michael Redlinger 
Moorhead 
The Honorable Joann Splonskowski 
Rochert 
The Honorable Joseph Swanson 
Inver Grove Heights 
The Honorable Michael Vekich 
St. Louis Park 
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AMERICA, THE BEAUTIFUL 
0 beautiful for spacious skies, 
For amber waves of grain, 
For purple mountain majesties 
Above the fruited plain 
America! America! 
God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood 
From sea to shining sea. 
UNIVERSITY HYMN 
Amy Dale 
' &l'I,~ 1 ~-
Ii. 
~J j 
Sing to thee, 
~ I j 
our Al -
j j ~ 
ma Ma - ter 
By the riv - er's flow - ing wa - ters, 
~ &l'I,~ ~-
Ii. 
j ~ * I 
~J j r· 
banks, Em - blem of our search 
fair, May the loy - al sons 
~ &l'I,~ r· p ~ j J l j 
sym - bol of our youth - ful ranks. 
thy en - dur - ing friend ship share. 
'&l'I,~ ~ ~-
Ii. 
j j j i~ ~r I r r· 
true am - bi - tion, let us ev - er be; 
cere am - bi - tion, through the years e'er be; 
~ ~,\~ ~ ~ 
Ii. 
j I i~ r r· f .. 
fine tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, 
fine tra - di - tion. Hail, St. Cloud, 
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high on oak crowned 
by its is - lands 
j j ~ 
for know - ledge, 
and <laugh - ters, 
l J, j j 
Filled with fires of 
May they with sin-
* I r· ~~ j j I 
Loy - al to thy 
Loy - al to thy 
~ I J * 11 
to thee! 
to thee! 
